
Betec
Clarus 86 cm Typ 22

Oberfläche

chroom

Matt goud

Messing glanzend

Messing mat

nikkel glanzend

nikkel mat

zwart

gebrand

goud glanzend

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant Betec

ontwerper Horst Lettenmayer

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de
levering

LED

voltage geschiktheid 110 - 240 Volt

Projectie in cm 22

materiaal messing

dimmen
dimbaar met fase- en fase-afsnijding en
fase-regelingsdimmer

Wattage 12,9 W

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index >90

Lichtstroom in lm 1.269

Kleurtemperatuur in
Kelvin

2.700 extra warm wit

Dimensions H 28 cm | L 86 cm

Omschrijving

The Betec Clarus picture light is offered here with a length of 86 cm and a
projection of 22 cm (bracket type 22). The lamp head can be rotated around its
own axis so that it can well illuminate and highlight a picture without glare.
This makes the lamp ideal for illuminating pictures, menus and music stands.
The high constant light output with low power consumption and extremely
long service life are ideal prerequisites for modern picture lighting.

The Betec Clarus 86 cm is available in the surfaces brass glossy, brass matt,
chrome, nickel glossy, nickel matt, burnished, black matt, gold glossy and gold
matt. For the production, the German manufacturer Betec uses high-quality
brass and processes it with craftsmanship. The lamp is delivered including a
mounting set, with which the lamp can easily be mounted directly on a picture
or on the wall. As standard, the picture light is available with a colour
temperature of 2,700 Kelvin extra warm white. On request, it is also offered
with 2,400 Kelvin extra warm white, 3,000 Kelvin warm white or 3,100 Kelvin
white. The integrated, dimmable LED is characterised by very good colour
rendering with a high colour rendering index of Ra >90. A touch dimmer is
offered as an accessory, with which the lamp can be switched and dimmed by
touch. Lamps from the Clarus series are also offered in ten other lengths and
with a projection of 11 cm or 17 cm.
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